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1- A: What is your friend like?
B:________________________

Choose the correct answer:

D-He is funny and hard working.

A. He can swim. 

C. He is a student. 

B. He likes pizza. 

2. A: What does your brother look like?
B:_____________________________

A. He is tall and thin. 

B. He is kind and outgoing. 

C. He is an excellent teacher. 

D- He likes eating fruits and vegetables. 
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3- A:What do you want to be in the future?
B: ____________________________________

A. It is ok. 

B. I will do my best. 

C. I want to be a pilot. 
D. I want some tea, please. 

4- A: Listen to this. I met a famous person. 
B:________________________________

A. Really? 

B. I am sorry.

C. Thank you.

D. That is a good idea.
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Read the passage bellow carefully, then answer the questions that follow:

Qatar is a small country in the Gulf area in Asia and it has quite a small population. About 
2.5 million people live there. Most of them live in or around the capital, Doha, which is the 
main center for culture and commerce. The rest of the country is mostly desert except for 
some vegetation in the north. The climate, in general, is hot and humid in summer though 
the temperature decreases during the winter months. 
The people of Qatar are very friendly and generous. They live in peace and security. They 
used to work in fishing and pearling, but nowadays a lot of them work in trade and 
business. Some of them work in oil industry, which has a great effect on economy. 

The official language in Qatar is Arabic and the official religion is Islam. Both of them
affect the nation’s culture and tradition. People also use English in their daily life and many 
businessmen use it in their trade 
The country has some wonderful places for tourists to visit and many things to do. Last 
summer, Tom visited Qatar and saw old forts and beautiful museums. He also went 
shopping in big modern stores.
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Read the passage bellow carefully, then answer the questions that 
follow:

Qatar is a small country in the Gulf area in Asia and it has quite a 
small population. About 2.5 million people live there. Most of 
them live in or around the capital, Doha, which is the main center 
for culture and commerce. The rest of the country is mostly desert 
except for some vegetation in the north. The climate, in general, is 
hot and humid in summer though the temperature decreases 
during the winter months. 
The people of Qatar are very friendly and generous. They live in 
peace and security. They used to work in fishing and pearling, but 
nowadays a lot of them work in trade and business. Some of them 
work in oil industry, which has a great effect on economy. 

The official language in Qatar is Arabic and the official religion is 
Islam. Both of them affect the nation’s culture and tradition. 
People also use English in their daily life and many businessmen 
use it in their trade 
The country has some wonderful places for tourists to visit and 
many things to do. Last summer, Tom visited Qatar and saw old 
forts and beautiful museums. He also went shopping in big modern 
stores.

1-What is the text mainly about?

C. some countries in Asia

D. the population of Qatar

B. the weather in Qatar

A. the state of Qatar

2-What is the official language in 
Qatar?

A. English 
B. French 

C. Arabic 

D. Spanish
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Read the passage bellow carefully, then answer the questions that 
follow:

Qatar is a small country in the Gulf area in Asia and it has 
quite a small population. About 2.5 million people live there. 
Most of them live in or around the capital, Doha, which is the 
main center for culture and commerce. The rest of the country 
is mostly desert except for some vegetation in the north. The 
climate, in general, is hot and humid in summer though the 
temperature decreases during the winter months. 
The people of Qatar are very friendly and generous. They live in 
peace and security. They used to work in fishing and pearling, 
but nowadays a lot of them work in trade and business. Some of 
them work in oil industry, which has a great effect on economy. 

The official language in Qatar is Arabic and the official 
religion is Islam. Both of them affect the nation’s culture and 
tradition. People also use English in their daily life and many 
businessmen use it in their trade 
The country has some wonderful places for tourists to visit and 
many things to do. Last summer, Tom visited Qatar and saw old 
forts and beautiful museums. He also went shopping in big 
modern stores.

3-What is the weather like in Qatar? 

A. cloud
B. warm
C. humid

D. snowy

4- What are the people of Qatar like?  

5- What is the most important 
industry in Qatar? 
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Read the passage bellow carefully, then answer the questions that 
follow:

Qatar is a small country in the Gulf area in Asia and it has quite a 
small population. About 2.5 million people live there. Most of 
them live in or around the capital, Doha, which is the main center 
for culture and commerce. The rest of the country is mostly desert 
except for some vegetation in the north. The climate, in general, is 
hot and humid in summer though the temperature decreases 
during the winter months. 
The people of Qatar are very friendly and generous. They live in 
peace and security. They used to work in fishing and pearling, but 
nowadays a lot of them work in trade and business. Some of them 
work in oil industry, which has a great effect on economy. 

The official language in Qatar is Arabic and the official religion is 
Islam. Both of them affect the nation’s culture and tradition. 
People also use English in their daily life and many businessmen 
use it in their trade 
The country has some wonderful places for tourists to visit and 
many things to do. Last summer, Tom visited Qatar and saw old 
forts and beautiful museums. He also went shopping in big modern 
stores.

6- What did Tom do Last summer ? 
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Choose the correct answer:

1-Hisham was the __________________of the competition.

A-winner              B-sailor                 C-carpenter            D-builder

2-We all need to do our best to ____________ our planet.

A-cut                    B-have                    C-save                                D-information

3-Managers had complained that the workers were ________ and 
unreliable.

A-kind                B-shy                     C-heavy                                D-lazy
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4-I like watching __________because they make me laugh.

A-wildlife documentary B-soap opera C-sitcoms          D-news

5-We learn about different countries in______________.

A-chemistry B-geography                C-biology             D-maths

6-Coffee is probably the most ___________drink in the world, 
Most people like it .

A-popular              B-horrible                C-terrible                 D-dangerous

7-We need to __________ the floor,it’s covered  with dust.

A-cover B-hoover C-suck                           D-cut
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8-The explorers went on a/an______________ to Antarctica .

A-experience             B-expedition                C-exclamation          D-experiment

9-The backpack is very ______________what’s in it?

A-scared                    B-heavy                          C-afraid                             D-shy

10-I was so __________ when I got home from work last night that I 
had a quick nap.

A-shy B-rude                 C-tired                           D- fair

11-We don’t know how many solar _____________ there are in each 
galaxy.

A-systems B-lights                 C-torches              D- spots
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Do as shown between the brackets:

1-I _________________(read) an interesting adventure novel now.
Correct the verb

2-Asmaa _________________(watch) TV every evening.

Correct the verb

3-Look! The children  _________________(play) in the park.

Correct the verb
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4-The teacher _________________(explain) the lesson yesterday.

Correct the verb

5-He ________________(play) computer games  last week.

Correct the verb

6-Sheriff runs ___________(quick) in the school playground.

Correct the adjective
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7- The mother talks to her child _________(quiet)

Correct the adjective

8-They ______________(take) lots of photos yesterday. 

Correct the verb
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Choose the correct answer:

1- A:Does your Dad ___________the car every week?

B: No, He doesn’t. He washes it once a month.

A-wash B-washes         C-washing         D-washed

2- We went to the cinema, but the film wasn’t very good. We 
____________ it.

A-enjoyed      B-doesn’t enjoy        C-enjoying          D-didn’t enjoy

3- My brother ______________ his bike at the moment.

A-fixed         B-is fixing           C-fixes          D-are fixing
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Choose the correct answer:

4- The postman _________________  the post every day. 

A-brings       B-brought         C-bringing        D-bring

5- We _____________ an exciting TV programme yesterday.

A-watches       B-watched        C-watching                D-didn’t enjoy

6- The boys ______________ some exerices at the moment.

A-do               B-is doing           C-did                      D-are doing
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7- We talked ___________, so we wouldn’t wake the baby.

A-quickly B-quick         C-quietly        D-good 

8- I ______________ English  for the test now.

A-study B-studies      C- am studying         D-studied 
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